MISSING AND NULL GENERATION:
01060 - STU_CLASS_LEVEL
01411 - INST_GRNT_HIDEG_CD
02021 - LAST_SECONDARY_DT
02922 - LAST_POSTSEC_DT

In legacy submissions, for non-admitted students we were not editing the above fields. The original philosophy was that we would null data that was not being edited. However, in this case, doing so is throwing off our applied/admitted/enrolled reporting. Therefore, we are keeping the values submitted and applying edit criteria. For the 5 SUDS Admission submissions prior to Spring 2010 (200805 through 200908) we will recover the data from the uploaded files...resubmissions will not be required.

CHANGED EDITS:
0309-Level 5: For admitted students,
LAST_SECONDARY_DT/LAST_POSTSEC_DT must be numeric and cannot be greater than the REPT_TIME_FRAME. – Modified to execute for all students, not just admitted.

0512-Level 9: For admitted students, the last secondary/post-secondary date of attendance cannot be non-numeric or invalid.
LAST_SECONDARY_DT/LAST_POSTSEC_DT must be a valid year and month (YYYYMM) – Modified message to be clearer and to execute for all students, not just admitted.

TEFRP300 – Teacher Education Participation Report: Algorithm for determining continuing students corrected
TEFRP400 – Teacher Education Program Student Head Counts: Algorithm for determining continuing students corrected

Element 01108 - Fee Waiver Kind/3rd Party Kind
Type V – Waived by UBOT Authority
#I - Gubernatorial - In-state
#O - Gubernatorial - Out-of-state
Element 01703 - Country Code
KV - Kosovo
TT - Timor-Leste

2010-01-12 – SUDS Production and Beta 2009.009-P/B (release number did not change)

- **TEF**

  **Reports**

  TEFRP300 – Teacher Education Participation Report: Added Section 300E to list continuing students not reported in the current term (implemented 1/11/2010)

  TEFRP400 – Teacher Education Program Student Head Counts: This report was modified to determine continuing students from the SIF enrollments records. NOTE: if continuing students are sent then the enrolled/not enrolled totals are based on the data sent plus the current status from the SIF enrollments table for those students not sent with your submission.

2010-01-08 – SUDS Production and Beta 2009.009-P/B

- **TEF**

  We have made more corrections to our authorized DOE Code table. If you have problems with Diagnostic 5208 please let us know.

  **Degrees Awarded**

  5302 - DEGREES_AWARDED row invalid when FELE (Florida Educational Leadership Exam) not passed in the current term and the student is in the Ed Leadership program (TCHR_PREP_DOE_CD=285): **DELETED** for Summer 2009. This edit should not have begun until Fall 2009. However for Fall 2009 the edit has been modified to make sure that the a dot in the tchr_prep_doe_cd on the tests_reqs table would apply for all TEF programs

  5303-Level 9: DEGREES_AWARDED row invalid when FTCE (General Knowledge, Subject Area, Professional Knowledge) not passed in the current term for students not in programs (285, 600, 601, 602, 603, 700, Endorsements). **Change:** Modified to recognize K (presumed pass) as a passing score.

  **Reports**

  TEFRP100 – Teacher Education Admissions by Ethnicity/Gender: This report has been corrected to include students with an entry date of May, June or July for the Summer term.

  TEFRP200 – Teacher Education Total Completers by DOE Code and by CIP Code: This report was not displaying the by CIP Code data.

  TEFRP300 – Teacher Education Participation Report: This report is being modified to determine continuing students from the SIF enrollments records. This program will also show approved programs that have zero participants. **Note:** if continuing students are sent then the enrolled/not enrolled totals are based on the data sent plus the current status from the SIF enrollments table for those students not sent with your submission.
TEFRP400 – Teacher Education Program Student Head Counts: This report is being modified to determine continuing students from the SIF enrollments records. This program will also show approved programs that have zero participants. NOTE: if continuing students are sent then the enrolled/not enrolled totals are based on the data sent plus the current status from the SIF enrollments table for those students not sent with your submission. (modified program not yet available)

- **SIF**
  - **Instructional Activity**
    - NEW EDITS:
      - 0729-Level 9: On the Instructional Activity table, the Course Program Category (CIP_CRS) cannot = '000000'. **Explanation:** Credit course work must be assigned to a CIP code in order for the credits to reconcile correctly with IRD and EA

- **CPC**
  - **College Prep**
    - MODIFIED EDITS:
      - 5290-Level X: College Prep Completion record already reported in another submission. **Change:** This edit was modified to recognize that college_prep records with remediation completion code = N or remediation incompletion code not U are not completion records.

2010-01-04 – SUDS Production 2009.008-P
- **TEF software released as described in Beta releases on 12/11 and 12/18.** Note that the TEFRP300 and TEFRP400 reports are still not available.

2009-12-18 – SUDS Beta 2009.008.1-B
- **TEF**
  - **NOTES:**
    1. It has been brought to our attention that students in DOE Programs 600 through 603 are not enrolled at the institution and therefore an Enrollment record cannot be provided. In keeping with not requiring institutions to send us records for continuing students we have added code X to Tchr_Reg_Cd (02013) to identify students that have exited the program without completing. This code can be used for students in any TEF program.
    2. Determining continuing students: The Spring 2009 submission of TEF is assumed to have included your entire TEF population since continuing students were still being reported at that time. Therefore, students reported on or after the 200901 TEF submission are considered continuing if the student:
      a. has not been reported as a completer in the program in any term greater than or equal to their tchr_term_admit AND
      b. has not been reported with a Tchr_Reg_Cd of ‘X’ AND
c. meets one of these criteria
   i. has an enrollment record in the current term (continuing enrolled) OR
   ii. does not have an enrollment record OR is in program 600, 601, 602 or 603 (continuing not enrolled)

3. For all Test_Reqs rows only one of the score fields (Test_Score_N, Test_Score_A, Req_Met) should be valued. The other 2 should be sent as a dot.

4. The original table layout for DOE_Pgm_Info indicated that Campus_Cd_Admin was being added to the end of the file. Instead, we modified the Sec_Site element to be a 4-character field. The document has been corrected on the web site.

DOE_Pgm_Info
5213 – DATE < 01420 (DATE OF MOST RECENT ADMISSION) – deleted and has been replaced with Diagnostic 5306.

Tests Reqs
5307 – For GRE, send either the composite score OR the verbal and quantitative. – Modified to display all detail records for the student rather than just the first one.
5304 and 5308 deleted. We will only check that the score is within the valid range for the GRE test.

Degrees_Awarded
5303-Level 9: DEGREES_AWARDED row invalid when FTCE (General Knowledge, Subject Area, Professional Knowledge) not passed in the current term for students not in programs (285, 600, 601, 602, 603, 700, Endorsements) – corrected to make sure the test had a passing score and that the a dot in the tchr_prep_doe_cd on the tests_reqs table would apply for all TEF programs.
5294-Level X: No matching enrollment record found in term degree granted. If one was not submitted with SIF final then one must be submitted with SIFD. – Modified to exclude records with Tchr_Prep_DOE_Cd = 600, 601, 602 or 603.

Reports
TEFRP300 – Teacher Education Participation Report: This report is being modified to determine continuing students from the SIF enrollments records. This program will also show approved programs that have zero participants (modified program not yet available)
TEFRP400 – Teacher Education Program Student Head Counts: This report is being modified to determine continuing students from the SIF enrollments records. This program will also show approved programs that have zero participants (modified program not yet available)
**TEF**

**Person_Demo**

NEW EDITS:

- **5296-Level 9**: More than 5% of students that are not coded as Non-resident Alien have PID_VALID_SSN of ‘N’ (was diagnostic 5291 which has been removed)
- **0645-Level 9**: The Student's or Employee's Age is less than 14
- **0005-Level 9**: requiring Y/N/dot for new race ethnicity columns (optional for 2008-2009 submission)
  - 01491 Ethnicity (Hispanic or Latino)
  - 01492 American Indian/Alaska Native
  - 01493 Asian
  - 01494 Black or African American
  - 01495 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
  - 01496 White
  - 02043 Non-resident Alien

**Person_ID_Chgs**

NEW EDITS:

- **5295-Level 9**: all person_id_chgs must have a person_demo row for the new person_id reported

**Applicants_Admits**

NEW ELEMENTS:

- Administrative Campus Code (02050)

NEW EDITS:

- **5277-Level 9**: Administrative Campus Code must exist on the Campus table
- **0704-Level 9**: For USF, Administrative Campus Code must be 0001, 0003, 0004 or 0012.

**DOE Pgm Info**

CHANGED ELEMENTS:

State Approved Teacher Prep Pgm - Secondary Site (01150) has been changed to a 4-character field with only two valid values: 0001-Main Campus and 0004-St. Petersbug Branch Campus. The load program will set this value to ‘0001’ if the input data is a blank, dot or ‘0’.

NEW EDITS:

- **5306 – TCHR_TERM_ADMIT < 01420 DATE OF MOST RECENT ADMISSION (excludes TCHR_PREP_DOE_CD 600 & 601) This edit replaces 5213.**
- **0728 – For USF, SEC_SITE must be ‘0001’ or ‘0004’; for all other universities SEC_SITE must be ‘0001’**

**Tests Reqs**

NEW EDITS:
5304 – The sum of the GRE verbal (TEST_SCORE_TYP = 'V') and quantitative (TEST_SCORE_TYP = 'Q') scores is less than 1000 and was not accompanied by an Exception record

5307 – For GRE, send either the composite score OR the verbal and quantitative

5308 – The GRE composite (TEST_SCORE_TYP = 'C') score is less than 1000 and was not accompanied by an Exception record

**Degrees_Awarded**

**NEW ELEMENTS:**

Administrative Campus Code (02050)  

**CHANGED ELEMENTS:**

Doc Class (02039) will be generated, if possible, when not sent and degree level granted is D, F, L, V, W, or X.

Visit the Degree Inventory application for new classifications at  

**NEW EDITS:**

0713-Level 9: When DEG_LEVEL_SOUGHT = D, F, L, V, W, X the DOC_CLASS cannot be missing

0714-Level 9: DOC_CLASS is not valid

5294-Level 9: No matching enrollment record found in term degree granted. If one was not submitted with SIF final then one must be submitted with SIFD.

5277-Level 9: Administrative Campus Code must exist on the Campus table

0704-Level 9: For USF, Administrative Campus Code must be 0001, 0003, 0004 or 0012.

5214 – DEGREE_AWARDED row invalid when FTCE Professional Knowledge Exam not passed in the current term and the student is in the EPI Initial Certification program (TCHR_PREP_DOE_CD=600):  
corrected to check for Professional Knowledge (AKA PET) instead of General Knowledge Initial Certification program (TCHR_PREP_DOE_CD=600).

5302 - DEGREES_AWARDED row invalid when FELE (Florida Educational Leadership Exam) not passed in the current term and the student is in the Ed Leadership program (TCHR_PREP_DOE_CD=285)

5303 - DEGREES_AWARDED row invalid when FTCE (General Knowledge, Subject Area, Professional Knowledge) not passed in the current term for students not in programs (285, 600, 601, 602, 603, 700, Endorsements)

**Reports**

TEFRP300 – Teacher Education Participation Report: This report is being modified to determine continuing students from the SIF enrollments records. This
program will also show approved programs that have zero participants.
(modified program not yet available)

TEFRP400 – Teacher Education Program Student Head Counts: This report is being modified to determine continuing students from the SIF enrollments records. This program will also show approved programs that have zero participants.
(modified program not yet available)

2009-10-23 – SUDS Beta 2009.007-P
HTD and SFA software released as described in Beta release on 10/15.

2009-10-15 – SUDS Beta 2009.007-B (corrections in red as of 2009-10-19)
SFA

Person_Demo
NEW EDITS:
5296-Level 9: More than 5% of students that are not coded as Non-resident Alien have PID_VALID_SSN of ‘N’ (was diagnostic 5291 which has been removed)
0645-Level 9: The Student's or Employee's Age is less than 14
0005-Level 9: requiring Y/N/dot for new race ethnicity columns (optional for 2008-2009 submission)
01491 Ethnicity (Hispanic or Latino)
01492 American Indian/Alaska Native
01493 Asian
01494 Black or African American
01495 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
01496 White
02043 Non-resident Alien

Person_ID_Chgs
NEW EDITS:
5295-Level 9: all person_id_chgs must have person_demo row for the new person_id reported

Financial_Aid_Demo
NEW ELEMENT: (correction 2009-10-19 – this element not on this table)
02050 Administrative Campus Code on the Applicants_Admits table

RETIRED ELEMENTS: A place holder must still be sent for these fields. They will be set to missing in the load process. This information will be pulled from the matching Enrollment record for each individual payment of the Financial Aid Awards table. All edits associated with these element on this table have been eliminated.
01106 – Fee Class Residency
01068 – Type of Student at Date of Entry
01060 – Student Classification Level
NEW EDITS:

0720-Level9: Column must be null when DEPENDENCY STATUS is missing. This edit applies to PARENTS_INCOME, STUDENT_INCOME, FINAID_NEED, FAMILY_CONTRIB, FAMILY_INCOME

0722-Level9: PARENTS_INCOME cannot be NULL when DEPENDENCY STATUS equals 'D'

0724-Level9: Column is required when CURRENT DEPENDENCY STATUS is not missing. This edit applies to STUDENT_INCOME, FINAID_NEED, FAMILY_CONTRIB, FAMILY_INCOME

Financial_Aid_Awards

NEW ELEMENTS: (correction 2009-10-19 – these elements not on this table)

Parent’s Income (02048)

Student Income (02047)

NEW EDITS:

5294-LevelX: No matching enrollment record found that matches award_payment_term If one was not submitted with SIF final or SIFD then one must be submitted with SFA.

Enrollments

Table added to the submission and all applicable edits applied

HTD

Person_Demo

NEW EDITS:

5296-Level 9: More than 5% of students that are not coded as Non-resident Alien have PID_VALID_SSN of ‘N’ (was diagnostic 5291 which has been removed)

0645-Level 9: The Student's or Employee's Age is less than 14

0005-Level 9: requiring Y/N/dot for new race ethnicity columns (optional for 2008-2009 submission)

01491 Ethnicity (Hispanic or Latino)
01492 American Indian/Alaska Native
01493 Asian
01494 Black or African American
01495 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
01496 White
02043 Non-resident Alien

Person_ID_Chgs

NEW EDITS:

5295-Level 9: all person_id_chgs must have person_demo row for the new person_id reported
Degrees_Awarded

NEW ELEMENTS:
Administrative Campus Code (02050)

CHANGED ELEMENTS:
Doc Class (02039) will be generated, if possible, when not sent and degree level granted is D, F, L, V, W, or X.

NEW EDITS:
0713-Level 9: When DEG_LEVEL_SOUGHT = D, F, L, V, W, X the DOC_CLASS cannot be missing
0714-Level 9: DOC_CLASS is not valid
5294-Level9: No matching enrollment record found in term degree granted. If one was not submitted with SIF final then one must be submitted with SIFD.
5277-Level 9: Administrative Campus Code must exist on the Campus table
0704-Level 9: For USF, Administrative Campus Code must be 0001, 0003, 0004 or 0012.

Hours_to_Degree

NEW EDITS:
5294-LevelX: No matching enrollment record found that matches term_deg_grant. If one was not submitted with SIF final or SIFD then one must be submitted with HTD.

Enrollments
Table added to the submission and all applicable edits applied

2009-09-24 – Updates to SUDS Prod 2009.006-P and Beta 2009.006-B

- SIF/SIFP
NEW EDIT:
1. 5244-Level X: Every Admission_Exceptions row must have an Enrollments row. (effective 9/24)

CORRECTED GENERATED FIELDS:
Course Level Classification (01285) was corrected to categorize graduate level Law and PharmD courses taken by graduate students as Grad II instead of Grad III credits (effective 9/18)

REPORTS:
FEEWAIVERS - Student Fee Waivers Summary: Corrected to list all UBOT fee waivers together regardless of whether identified in the Fee Waiver
Indicator or Fee Waiver Kind code (effective 9/18 – report regenerated by BOG staff for all institutions)
FELLOWSTIP - Graduate Fellowships/Stipends by Student Budget Entity: Under certain circumstances the Stipends section of this report was not displaying. (effective 9/23 – report regenerated by BOG staff for all institutions)

2009-09-14 – Updates to SUDS Prod 2009.006-P and Beta 2009.006-B

- **SIF/SIFP/SIFD**
  CORRECTED EDITS:
  1. 0709-Level 9: Last Secondary Date is no longer required if when High School ETS Code is XXXXX.
  2. 0710-Level 9: Last Postsecondary Date is no longer required if when Last Institution Code is F1000000.

CHANGED ELEMENTS:
Fee Waiver Kind/3rd Party Kind (01108) – A new waiver code, YI - Departmental has been added for use with BOT waiver indicator

2009-09-10 – SUDS Prod 2009.006-P

- **IRD and CPC**
  Software promoted from Beta to Production. Modifications as listed in Beta released on 9/4 for IRD and CPC.
  Links to the changed elements in the production data dictionary:
  Rank Faculty (01028) – will no longer be set to missing (dot) if pay plan is not 01, 02, 06, or 22

- **SIF/SIFP/SIFD**
  1. The Load program for the Enrollments table was causing errors in the SUDS program generated fields (IPEDS_GRADSTU_FLG, WAIVER_HR_GRAD_STU, GPA_TERM, GPA_CUM) and the new field grad_alt_fee_chrg
  2. 0714-Level 9: DOC_CLASS is not valid: corrected to properly handle instances where the degree level sought and the CIP code have a possibility of belonging to multiple doctoral classifications.
  3. GENENRL – this Dynamic SQL detail level report was modified to include Degree_Level_Sought, CIP_Student and Doc_Class
  4. DOCLASS – New Dynamic SQL: Doc Class Summary
5. DEGSUMRY (SIFD only) - this Dynamic SQL summary level report was modified to include Doc_Class
6. Last Postsecondary Date is no longer being programmatically set to missing (dot) for undergraduate (stu_class_level = L,U) FTIC’s (stu_entry_typ = B,H,E) graduating from an in-state high school (hs_ets_cd begins with 10)
7. 0710-Level 9: Last Postsecondary Date is no longer required if when Last Institution Code is F1000000.
8. 0709-Level 9: Last Secondary Date is no longer required if when High School ETS Code is XXXXX.

- LAP

Person_Demo

NEW EDITS:
5296-Level 9: More than 5% of students that are not coded as Non-resident Alien have PID_VALID_SSN of ‘N’ (was diagnostic 5291 which has been removed)
0645-Level 9: The Student's or Employee's Age is less than 14
0005-Level 9: requiring Y/N/dot for new race ethnicity columns (optional for 2008-2009 submission)
  01491 Ethnicity (Hispanic or Latino)
  01492 American Indian/Alaska Native
  01493 Asian
  01494 Black or African American
  01495 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
  01496 White
  02043 Non-resident Alien

Person_ID_Chgs

NEW EDITS:
5295-Level 9: all person_id_chgs must have person_demo row for the new person_id reported

Applicants_Admits

NEW ELEMENT:
02050 Administrative Campus Code on the Applicants_Admits table

NEW EDITS:
5277-Level 9: Administrative Campus Code must exist on the Campus table (load program will default dot to Main Campus-0001)
0704-Level 9: For USF, Administrative Campus Code must be 0001, 0003, 0004 or 0012.

- EA
No modifications to the software since last year.

2009-09-04 – SUDS Beta 2009.006-B

IRD

Person_Demo
NEW EDITS:
5296-Level 9: More than 5% of students that are not coded as Non-resident Alien have PID_VALID_SSN of ‘N’ (was diagnostic 5291 which has been removed)
0645-Level 9: The Student's or Employee's Age is less than 14
0005-Level 9: requiring Y/N/dot for new race ethnicity columns (optional for 2008-2009 submission)
  01491 Ethnicity (Hispanic or Latino)
  01492 American Indian/Alaska Native
  01493 Asian
  01494 Black or African American
  01495 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
  01496 White
  02043 Non-resident Alien

Person_ID_Chgs
NEW EDITS:
5295-Level 9: all person_id_chgs must have person_demo row for the new person_id reported

Workload_Person_Funding
Two edits reported as being new at the workshop were actually already implemented last year.
  0214-Level 9: Pay Plan not equal to 98 or 99 and Program Component is invalid for Budget Entity
  0289-Level 9: Tenure status is either invalid or missing for a faculty record

CHANGED ELEMENTS:
  Rank Faculty (01028) – will no longer be set to missing (dot) if pay plan is not 01, 02, 06, or 22

Workload_Activities
One edit reported as being new at the workshop was actually already implemented last year.
0214-Level 9: Pay Plan not equal to 98 or 99 and Program Component is invalid for Budget Entity

NEW EDITS:
0206-Level 9: CONTACT_HRS and CONTACT_HRS_MOD combined cannot be greater than 999.9999
0715-Level 9: When Instr_Resrch_Act is instruction (11, 12, 15, 19-21, 43, 44) CIP_CRS is required to be valid and greater than 000000
5229-Level 9: When Instr_Resrch_ACT is fundable instruction (11, 12, 43, 44) the course (prefix, number and indicator) reported must have the same CIP Code as was reported on Course_Meetings in the same term.

- CPC

Person_Demo
NEW EDITS:
5296-Level 9: More than 5% of students that are not coded as Non-resident Alien have PID_VALID_SSN of ‘N’ (was diagnostic 5291 which has been removed)
0645-Level 9: The Student's or Employee's Age is less than 14
0005-Level 9: requiring Y/N/dot for new race ethnicity columns (optional for 2008-2009 submission)
01491 Ethnicity (Hispanic or Latino)
01492 American Indian/Alaska Native
01493 Asian
01494 Black or African American
01495 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
01496 White
02043 Non-resident Alien

Person_ID_Chgs
NEW EDITS:
5295-Level 9: all person_id_chgs must have person_demo row for the new person_id reported

2009-09-02 – SUDS Prod 2009.005-P

- ADM
Frequency counts for Last Institution Code were updated to properly handle the new F1000000-F4000000 codes.

- SIF/SIFP/SIFD
Software promoted from Beta to Production. Modifications as listed in Beta released on 8/28 with the following additions.

1. Diagnostic 5255 was corrected to handle data from the July Space submission correctly.
2. Diagnostic 5212 was corrected to handle multiple admission_exceptions rows.
3. Diagnostic 0714 was not correctly reporting invalid doc class for CIP codes not in the university’s degree inventory.

Links to the new and changed elements in the production data dictionary:

- Administrative Campus Code (02050)
- Graduate Alternative Fee Charged (02051)
- Last Institution Code (01067)
- College Level Academic Skills Flag (01244)
- Doc Class (02039)
- Current Visa Type (01816)
- Border State Tuition Fee (01359)
- Fee Waiver Kind/3rd Party Kind (01108)
- Distance Learning Fee Charged (01416)

2009-08-28 – SUDS Beta 2009.005-B

- SIF/SIFP/SIFD

Person_Demo
NEW EDITS:

5296-Level 9: More than 5% of students that are not coded as Non-resident Alien have PID_VALID_SSN of ‘N’ (was diagnostic 5291 which has been removed)

0645-Level 9: The Student's or Employee's Age is less than 14

0005-Level 9: requiring Y/N/.dot for new race ethnicity columns (optional for 2009-10)

01491 Ethnicity (Hispanic or Latino)
01492 American Indian/Alaska Native
01493 Asian
01494 Black or African American
01495 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
Person_ID_Chgs
NEW EDITS:
5295-Level 9: all person_id_chgs must have person_demo row for the new person_id reported

Enrollments
NEW ELEMENTS:
Administrative Campus Code (02050)
Graduate Alternative Fee Charged (02051)

CHANGED ELEMENTS:
Last Institution Code (01067) generic codes have been changed to replace the first 0 digit with an ‘F’ so that there will never be an instance where our internal codes will conflict with the OPEID assigned by NCES.
F1000000 - No previous institution of higher learning
F2000000 - Non-Florida institution of higher learning
F3000000 - Health related tech in Florida without an OPEID code
F4000000 - Non-health related tech in Florida without an OPEID code

College Level Academic Skills Test Flag (01244) – Due to the elimination of CLAST, we will be dropping every reference to the word TEST and refer to the element as CLAS flag.

Doc Class (02039) will be generated, if possible, when not sent and degree level sought is D, F, L, V, W, or X.

Visit the Degree Inventory application for new classifications at https://www.boghome.net:4443/pls/htmldb/f?p=136

Current Visa Type (01816) has 2 new codes
X04 - INS form I-130 Petition
X05 - Petition for permanent residency

Grad I/Grad II (01529) - for students still in the pipe-line after the termination /phase date: If a student is a doctoral level student and the university eliminates the doctoral program, the student’s grad hours will be classed as Grad II. If the submission is beyond the phased date, the use of the CIP for the doctoral will have to be explained and accepted.
NEW EDITS:

5297-Level 9: When FEE_CLASS_RES equals 'T' and RACE_ETHNICITY = 'O' a VISA_TYP of '.' is invalid
0005-Level 9: (invalid value) VISA_TYP
0713-Level 9: When DEG_LEVEL_SOUGHT = D, F, L, V, W, X the DOC_CLASS cannot be missing
0714-Level 9: DOC_CLASS is not valid
0005-Level 9: (invalid value) Graduate Alternative Fee Charge
0730-Level 9: Graduate Alternative Fee Charge must be '.' (missing) if Type of Student at Most Recent Admission is not A or B
0700-Level 9: HS_ETS_CD will allow codes for schools that have been closed (was diagnostic 0005 which has been removed)
0709-Level 9: When LAST_SECONDARY_DT is missing the HS_ETS_CD must be missing
0706-Level 9: When HS_ETS_CD is missing the LAST_SECONDARY_DT must be missing
0705-Level 9: When LAST_INST_CD is missing the LAST_POSTSEC_DT must be missing
0710-Level 9: When LAST_POSTSEC_DT is missing the LAST_INST_CD must be missing
5277-Level 9: Administrative Campus Code must exist on the Campus table
0704-Level 9: For USF, Administrative Campus Code must be 0001, 0003, 0004 or 0012.

CHANGED EDITS:

0733 and 0734-Level 9: Degree Level Sought edit will be changed to allow undergraduates to seek a graduate degree for those programs that allow entry before the baccalaureate is awarded or do not require a baccalaureate.

0765-Level 9: When INST_GRNT_HIDEG_CD is a FLA PUBLIC CC then Deg_Highest_Held must be A, B, C or O

Courses_Taken

CHANGED ELEMENTS:

Differential Tuition Flag (01359) name changed to Border State Tuition Fee (no change to actual column name in database, however)

NEW EDITS:

5298-Level 9: CRS_CIP, CAMPUS_CD, BE_CD, CRS_SECTN_TYP_PRI must be identical for all records in the same Course Section (CRS_PREFIX, CRS_NBR, CRS_IND, CRS_SECTN_NBR)
5299-Level 9: The COURSES_TAKEN table and the INSTRUCTIONAL_ACTIVITY table must match based on the following criteria: CRS_PREFIX, CRS_NBR, CRS_IND, CRS_SECTN_NBR, CRS_SECTN_TYP_PRI, CRS_CIP, and BE_CD.

Fee Waivers

CHANGED ELEMENTS:
Fee Waiver Kind/3rd Party Kind (01108) – UBOT waiver code eliminated; new codes added to identify UBOT approved waivers and the waiving of tuition differential


* University Board of Trustees Waiver
AI - Athletics
BI - Fine Arts
CI - Foreign Student
DI - Drama
FI - Fellowship
GI - Graduate Assistant
HI - Honors
MI - Music
XI - Exchange Student
OI - Vet Medicine
II - Other
TU - Teacher Intern Certificate. UBOT waiver used beyond the statutory waiver.
WI - Linkage Tuition Exemption. A UBOT waiver for the In-State tuition and fees.
DT - Per 1009.24(16)(e) – the tuition differential may be waived by the university for students who meet eligibility requirements for the Florida public student assistance grant established in s. 1009.50.

CHANGED EDITS:
0587-Level9: (was diagnostic 0584) Waivers paid out of budget entities C&G or auxiliary will be allowed.

Instructional Activity

These modifications relative to distance learning will not be implemented until Summer 2010.

Instructional Delivery Method (New Element)
Distance Learning Fee Charged (Edit Criteria Changes)
Technology Delivery Indicator (Coding Instruction and Code Changes)
CHANGED ELEMENTS:
Distance Learning Fee Charged (01416) – Coding instructions corrected to indicate 80% threshold instead of 75% threshold

CHANGED EDITS:
0711-Level 9: (was diagnostic 0007) Message was made more descriptive:
Course Section Type Primary cannot be assigned: EITHER no matching row OR multiple values found in Courses Taken table [based on CRS_PREFIX, CRS_NBR, CRS_IND, CRS_SECTN_NBR, BE_CD and CIP_CRS].

Course_Meetings
NEW EDITS:
0712-Level 9: CRS_SECTN_END_TIME and CRS_SECTN_BEG_TIME
Course Meeting Times between midnight and 6 am.

New Reports
SECTNTYPDIFF - Course Section Type, Course CIP, Budget Entity Differences

Degrees_Awarded
NEW ELEMENTS:
Administrative Campus Code (02050)

CHANGED ELEMENTS:
Doc Class (02039) will be generated, if possible, when not sent and degree level granted is D, F, L, V, W, or X.
Visit the Degree Inventory application for new classifications at

NEW EDITS:
Functional edit: You will not be able to submit the SIFD until the SIF final submission has been accepted
0713-Level 9: When DEG_LEVEL_SOUGHT = D, F, L, V, W, X the DOC_CLASS cannot be missing
0714-Level 9: DOC_CLASS is not valid
5294-Level9: No matching enrollment record found in term degree granted. If one was not submitted with SIF final then one must be submitted with SIFD.
5277-Level 9: Administrative Campus Code must exist on the Campus table
0704-Level 9: For USF, Administrative Campus Code must be 0001, 0003, 0004 or 0012.
2009-08-21 – SUDS Production 2009.004-P

- ADM

Software promoted from Beta to Production. Modifications as listed in Beta released on 8/11 with the following additions.

1. The range of scores on the Admissions File GPA and Test Score Profile report (ADMTESTSCORE) for the SAT test have been modified to reflect the new scores.
2. A new column, Fatal Edit Errors, has been added on the Submission Specifics screen (Page 220) in the Tables in Submission section.

2009-08-11 – SUDS Beta 2009.004-B

- ADM

New element:

02050 Administrative Campus Code on the Applicants_Admits table


Changed edits:

0008-Level 8: Last Institution Code generic codes have been changed to replace the first 0 digit with an ‘F’ so that there will never be an instance where our internal codes will conflict with the OPEID assigned by NCES. New codes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1000000</td>
<td>No previous institution of higher learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2000000</td>
<td>Non-Florida institution of higher learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3000000</td>
<td>Health related tech in Florida without an OPEID code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4000000</td>
<td>Non-health related tech in Florida without an OPEID code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0645-Level 9: Age less than 14 is now a level 9 error instead of a level 5

0427-Level 9: Test/Requirement Code: Code ‘MC’ has been added for the Medical Colleges Admission Test

0430-Level 9: Test Score Type: Codes have been added to the list of valid values for the Medical Colleges Admission Test

PS – Physical Sciences with numeric score range of 1-15
VR – Verbal Reasoning with numeric score range of 1-15
BS – Biological Sciences with numeric score range of 1-15
WA – Writing with alpha score range of J(lowest) – T(highest)
0420-Level 9: Modified to check for valid scores for the MCAT numeric scores and to require a dot for tests that do not have numeric score types.

0421-Level 9: Modified to check for valid Alpha Test Score for the MCAT Writing test and to require a dot for tests that do not have alpha score types.

0682-Level 9: Modified to require a dot for tests that do not have a requirement met score type.

5233-Level 9: The admissions eligibility scale for the SAT test has been updated to include the Writing score

New edits:

5295-Level 9: all person_id_chgs must have person_demo row for the new person_id reported
5296-Level 9: More than 5% of students that are not coded as Non-resident Alien have PID_VALID_SSN of ‘N’ (was diagnostic 5291 which has been removed)
0005-Level 9: requiring Y/N/dot for new race ethnicity columns (optional for 2009-10)
01491 Ethnicity (Hispanic or Latino)
01492 American Indian/Alaska Native
01493 Asian
01494 Black or African American
01495 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
01496 White
02043 Non-resident Alien
0700-Level 9: HS_ETS_CD will allow codes for schools that have been closed (was diagnostic 0005 which has been removed)
5277-Level 9: Administrative Campus Code must exist on the Campus table
0704-Level 9: For USF, Administrative Campus Code must be 0001, 0003, 0004 or 0012.

New program generated items:

No Race Reported flag on the Person_Demo table will be populated as a dot (.) for the 2009-2010 year since reporting using the new race code structure is optional this year

New Reports:
none

2009-08-06 – SUDS Production 2009.003-P and Beta 2009.003-B

- SCD

SCD Current Extract (CURRXTRCT) – Modified to include only records from the SCD-OB submission
SCD History Extract (HISTXTRCT) – Modified to include only records from the SCD-OB submission
Salary and Benefit File (SALBEN) – Corrected to exclude duplicate records
Schedule III Report 2 (SC3RPT2) – Added a column for Name (last name + initial of first name)

2009-07-29 – SUDS Production 2009.002-P
SCD/EMPL
Software promoted from Beta to Production. Modifications as listed in Beta released on 7/24.


- SCD/EMPL

   New element:
   02046 Rank Faculty (Generated) on the Employee_Data table

   Changed edits:
   0491-level 9: person years > 1.01 and < 1.05

   New edits:
   0697-level X: For the January and June submissions – only E&G records should be submitted on the Employee_Data table
   5292-level 9: For EMPL, Degree Highest Held is required for faculty
   5293-Level X: person years> 1.04
   5295-Level 9: all person_id_chgs must have person_demo row for the new person_id reported
   0005-Level 9: requiring Y/N/dot for new race ethnicity columns
      (optional for 2009-10)
   01491 Ethnicity (Hispanic or Latino)
   01492 American Indian/Alaska Native
   01493 Asian
   01494 Black or African American
   01495 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
   01496 White

   New program generated items:
   No race reported flag on the Person_Demo table will be populated as a dot (.) for the 2009-2010 year since reporting using the new race code structure is optional this year
   Rank Faculty (Generated) will be populated based on the criteria specified in the data dictionary using the link above

   New Reports:
   RANKFACGEN – List of all employee_demo records where Rank Faculty (Generated) is not equal to the Rank Faculty submitted by the university

2009-07-16 – SUDS 2009.001-P and 2009.001-B
- **OB – new codes only, no new edits, no new reports**
  - Object Code (01302): 740500 = Educational Aids – Needs Based
  - State Program Component Code (01639): 0302050005 = Technology Fee
  - University Fund Identifier (01400):
    - 261100 = Federal Grants Trust Fund - Education
    - 262500 = Federal Grants Trust Fund - Discretionary
    - 371010 = Technology Fee Trust Fund - UF
    - 371020 = Technology Fee Trust Fund - FSU
    - 371030 = Technology Fee Trust Fund - FAMU
    - 371040 = Technology Fee Trust Fund - UCF
    - 371050 = Technology Fee Trust Fund - USF
    - 371055 = Technology Fee Trust Fund - NCF
    - 371060 = Technology Fee Trust Fund - FAU
    - 371070 = Technology Fee Trust Fund - UWF
    - 371080 = Technology Fee Trust Fund - FIU
    - 371090 = Technology Fee Trust Fund - UNF
    - 371095 = Technology Fee Trust Fund - FGCU